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hen I began to think about putting together a section as a

memorial for the 50th anniversary of the death of Frank O’Hara I
was introduced to the poet, critic and friend of Frank’s, Bill
Berkson. Bill was very kind and helpful putting me in touch with
Frank’s sister Maureen, executor of the O’Hara estate and also with
poet and close friend John Ashbery. Sadly Bill Berkson passed away
in June this year and I’d like to dedicate this memorial section to
Bill as well as Frank O’Hara, both of whom played a part in
creating what has become known as the ‘New York School’ of
poets. Heavily influenced by surrealism and modernism, the poetry
of the New York School was serious but also ironic, and
incorporated an urban sensibility into much of the work.
Known throughout his short life for his extreme sociability, passion,
and warmth, O'Hara had hundreds of friends, many from the New
York art and poetry worlds including Allen Ginsberg and Willem
de Kooning,
With his friends, O'Hara treated poetry dismissively, as something
to be done only in the moment. John Ashbery claims he witnessed
O'Hara “Dashing the poems off at odd moments – in his office at
the Museum of Modern Art, in the street at lunchtime or even in a
room full of people – he would then put them away in drawers and
cartons and half forget them.”. His skill of scrutinizing and
recording during the bustle and churn of daily life would, later, be
one of the important aspects that shaped O’Hara as an urban poet

writing off the cuff.
While O'Hara's poetry is generally
autobiographical, it tends to be based on his observations of New
York life rather than exploring his past. O'Hara discussed this
aspect of his poetry New American Poetry: "What is happening to me,
allowing for lies and exaggerations which I try to avoid, goes into
my poems. I don’t think my experiences are clarified or made
beautiful for myself or anyone else, they are just there in whatever
form I can find them.” He goes on to say, “It may be that poetry
makes life's nebulous events tangible to me and restores their detail;
or conversely that poetry brings forth the intangible quality of
incidents which are all too concrete and circumstantial. Or each on
specific occasions, or both all the time […] I don’t like rhythm,
assonance, all that stuff. You just go on your nerve. If someone's
chasing you down the street with a knife you just run, you don't
turn around and shout, 'Give it up! I was a track star for Mineola
Prep [...] as for measure and other technical apparatus, that's just
common sense: if you're going to buy a pair of pants you want them
to be tight enough so everyone will want to go to bed with you.
There's nothing metaphysical about it.”
O’Hara’s poetry shows the influence of Abstract Expressionism,
Surrealism, Russian poetry, and poets associated with French
Symbolism. Ashbery says, “The poetry that meant the most to him
when he began writing was either French – Rimbaud, Mallarmé,
the Surrealists: poets who speak the language of every day into the
reader’s dream – or Russian – Pasternak and especially
Mayakovsky, for whom he picked up what James Schuyler has
called the ‘intimate yell.’” As part of the New York School of
poetry, O'Hara to some degree encapsulated the compositional
philosophy of New York School painters. Ashbery says, “Frank
O'Hara's concept of the poem as the chronicle of the creative act
that produces it was strengthened by his intimate experience of
Pollock's, Kline's, and de Kooning's great paintings of the late '40s
and early '50s.”
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In the early hours of July 24, 1966, O'Hara was struck by a jeep at
Fire Island beach Long Island. He died the next day of a ruptured
liver at the age of 40.

A. G. Pettet
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Frank O’Hara
RHAPSODY
515 Madison Avenue
door to heaven? portal
stopped realities and eternal licentiousness
or at least the jungle of impossible eagerness
your marble is bronze and your lianas elevator cables
swinging from the myth of ascending
I would join
or declining the challenge of racial attractions
they zing on (into the lynch, dear friends)
while everywhere love is breathing draftily
like a doorway linking 53rd with 54th
the east-bound with the west-bound traffic by 8,000,000s
o midtown tunnels and the tunnels, too, of Holland
where is the summit where all aims are clear
the pin-point light upon a fear of lust
as agony’s needlework grows up around the unicorn
and fences him for milk- and yoghurt-work
when I see Gianni I know he’s thinking of John Ericson
playing the Rachmaninoff 2nd or Elizabeth Taylor
taking sleeping-pills and Jane thinks of Manderley
and Irkutsk while I cough lightly in the smog of desire
and my eyes water achingly imitating the true blue
a sight of Manahatta in the towering needle
multi-faceted insight of the fly in the stringless
labyrinth
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Canada plans a higher place than the
Empire State Building
I am getting into a cab at 9th Street and 1st Avenue
and the Negro driver tells me about a $120 apartment
“where you can’t walk across the floor after 10 at night
not even to pee, cause it keeps them awake downstairs”
no, I don’t like that “well, I didn’t take it”
perfect in the hot humid morning on my way to work
a little supper-club conversation for the mill of the gods
you were there always and you know all about these
things
as indifferent as an encyclopedia with your
calm brown eyes
it isn’t enough to smile when you run the gauntlet
you’ve got to spit like Niagara Falls on everybody or
Victoria Falls or at least the beautiful urban fountains of
Madrid
as the Niger joins the Gulf of Guinea near the
Menemsha Bar
that is what you learn in the early morning passing
Madison Avenue
where you’ve never spent any time and stores
eat up light
I have always wanted to be near it
though the day is long (and I don’t mean Madison
Avenue)
lying in a hammock on St. Mark’s Place sorting
my poems
in the rancid nourishment of this mountainous island
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they are coming and we holy ones must go
is Tibet historically a part of China? as I historically
belong to the enormous bliss of American death.

1959

NAPHTHA
Ah Jean Dubuffet
when you think of him
doing his military service in the Eiffel Tower
as a meteorologist
in 1922
you know how wonderful the 20th Century
can be
and the gaited Iroquois on the girders
fierce and unflinching-footed
nude as they should be
slightly empty
like a Sonia Delaunay
there is a parable of speed
somewhere behind the Indians’ eyes
they invented the century with their horses
and their fragile backs
which are dark
we owe a debt to the Iroquois
and to Duke Ellington
for playing in the buildings when they are built
we don’t do much ourselves
but fuck and think
of the haunting Métro
and the one who didn’t show up there
while we were waiting to become part of our century
just as you can’t make a hat out of steel
and still wear it
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who wears hats anyway
it is our tribe’s custom
to beguile
how are you feeling in ancient September
I am feeling like a truck on a wet highway
how can you
you were made in the image of god
I was not
I was made in the image of a sissy truck-driver
and Jean Dubuffet painting his cows
“with a likeness burst in the memory”
apart from love (don’t say it)
I am ashamed of my century
for being so entertaining
but I have to smile
1959
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Allen Ginsberg
CITY MIDNIGHT JUNK STRAINS
for Frank O’Hara
Switch on lights yellow as the sun
in the bedroom…
The gaudy poet dead
Frank O’Hara’s bones
under cemetery grass
An emptiness at 8 P.M. in the Cedar Bar
Throngs of drunken
guys talking about paint
& lofts, and Pennsylvania youth.
Kline attacked by his heart
& chattering Frank
stopped foreverFaithful drunken adorers, mourn.
The busfare’s a nickel more
past his old apartment 9th Street by the park.
Delicate Peter loved his praise,
I wait for the things he says
about meDid he think me an Angel
as angel I am still talking into the earths microphone willy nilly
-to come back as words ghostly hued
by early death
but written so bodied
mature in another decade.
Chatty prophet
of yr own loves, personal
memory feeling fellow
Poet of building-glass
I see you walking you said with your tie
flopped over your shoulder in the wind down 5th Ave
under the handsome breasted workmen
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on their scaffolds ascending Time
& washing the windows of Life
-off to a date with martinis & a blond
beloved poet far from home
-with thee and Thy sacred Metropolis
in the enormous bliss of a long afternoon
where death is the shadow
cast by the Rockefeller Center
over your intimate street.
Who were you, black suited, hurrying to meet,
Unsatisfied one?
Unmistakable,
Darling Date
for the charming solitary young poet with a big cock
who could fuck you all night long
till you never came,
trying your torture on his obliging fond body
eager to satisfy god’s whim that made you
Innocent,
as you are.
I tried
your boys and found them ready
sweet and amiable
collected gentlemen
with large sofa apartments
lonesome to please
for pure language;
and you mixed with money
because you knew enough language to be rich
if you wanted your walls to be empty –
Deep philosophical terms dear Edwin Denby serious as Herbert Read
with silvery hair announcing your dead gift
to the grave crowd whose historic op art frisson was
the new sculpture your big blue wounded body made in the Universe
when you went away to Fire Island for the weekend
tipsy with a family of decade-olden friends.
Peter stares out the window

at robbers
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the Lower East Side distracted in Amphetamine
I stare into my head & look for your / broken roman nose
your wet mouth-smell of martinis
& a big artistic tipsy kiss.
40’s only half a life
to have filled
with so many fine parties and evenings’
interesting drinks together with one
faded friend or new
understanding social cat…
I want to be there in your garden party in the clouds
all of us naked
strumming our harps and reading each other new poetry
in the boring celestial
Friendship Committee Museum.
You’re in a bad mood?
Take an Asprin.
In the Dumps?
I’m Falling asleep
safe in your thoughtful arms.
Someone uncontrolled by History would have to own Heaven,
on earth as it is.
I hope you satisfied your childhood love
Your puberty fantasy your sailor punishment on you knees
your mouth-suck
Elegant insistency
on the honking self-prophetic Personal
as Curator of funny emotions to the mob,
Trembling One, whenever possible. I see New York thru your eyes
and hear of one funeral a year nowdays –
from Billie Holiday’s time
appreciated more and more
a common ear
for our deep gossip.
July 29, 1966
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“A FRANK O’HARA FILE”
by

Bill Berkson

Bill Berkson’s “A Frank O’Hara File” is a hodge-podge of notes, letters, journal
entries, etc., most of it seemingly gathered for O’Hara biographer Brad Gooch’s
use.

F. O’H solo reading at the New School for Social Research, June
22, 1962. Introduced by Bill Berkson. Filmed in the courtyard of
the school for broadcast as part of WNDT-TV (NET) “educational
tv” series that included other readings that summer at the same
venue by Kenneth Koch, Marianne Moore, possibly Robert
Lowell. When BB started work at WNDT in 1964 he inquired
about this never-broadcast recording and was told that it had not
been aired because O’Hara’s voice was considered “too fruity for
television,” and further that any tape not broadcast before a certain
amount of time had gone by had probably been erased—the
implication being that the O’Hara tape had suffered this fate.
Excellent reading included “In Memory of My Feelings” and other
poems.

“Memory Notes”:

Frank reading Desolation Angels (Kerouac) at Morris Golde’s Water
Island beach house, liking the first half, then unable to finish the
book because it was “too depressing.”
Other reading: Frank always seemed to have James
Joyce’s Collected Poems lying around somewhere in his apartment,
ready to be opened. Then around 1963 or so, it was D. H.
Lawrence’s poetry in the 3 (4?) volume set. (He referred to
Lawrence’s “Ship of Death” constantly.) Another old favorite of his
was Auden’s The Orators, which he eventually read parts of at the
Free University that Ed Sanders organized on the Lower East Side.
Frank’s bookshelves: Anatomy of Melancholy (2 vols.),
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Grandgent Divine Comedy with facing original & prose
translation, Péret, Fantômas, John Wheelwright. (Those, at any
rate, were the ones I used to take down & look at.) Frank used to
speak of a book & then say, “Oh shit, it’s in one of those boxes in
storage in Chicago—which my brother has probably thrown out!”
...
A moment in early 1966, when I asked Frank why he was writing
so few poems: “I just don’t have any ideas.”
...
One thing that struck me looking at the hundreds of photographs
of Frank is how glamorous he seems—still? or more as time goes
by? He is in the Nijinsky-Picasso-Marilyn Monroe line of
photogenic genius. Another aspect that strikes me is that everyone
writing about him uses completely different words than everyone
else, and all of them are true, to Frank, and to those people. Frank
has his own character, and everyone else’s stands all the more
revealed in relation to him.
[from a letter to Joe LeSueur] “It is time people realized that
Frank, for himself, left no accounts unsettled, no appointment unkept, and therefore there is nothing they can do but celebrate what
awareness they have of him—and if that, or Frank in person, put
them in contact with unsettling (uneasy) parts of themselves, that is
left to those people to deal with, as they are, and not Frank, not his
image, not even in being caution about besmirching his image.
Everyone remembers, but Frank is “not that person” and neither is
he that person’s bloody conscience. He wasn’t the messiah. Maybe
he was, at least for some of us, the real Peter Pan.
Frank as Peter Pan, or “childhood perfected and sustained” (Guy
Davenport on Baudelaire).* [Jane Freilicher was the first to
mention Frank’s “Peter Pan” aspect; she did so in connection with
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his presence in different artists’ studios in the early ’50s.]
Frank’s athleticism: like Bob Cousy (peripheral vision) and
(bantam) Willie Pep.
Frank’s foods: pork chops (grilled) & frozen strawberries bought at
the old city market on 1st Avenue. Oeufs Picabia (scrambled eggs
cooked very slowly in a deep pan with scads of butter, according to
the recipe in The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook). Drinks: vodka, vodka
Negroni, bourbon on the rocks, no beer, red wine. Cigarettes:
Camels. Drugs: not much; hashish or grass if some was around;
mescaline (once); bemused by the incipient LSD / psychedelic
craze. Did he ever use heroin—with Larry? I doubt it.

“Notes on the Poems / 7 varieties of Frank O’Hara poems”:
1) early, often thrashing “clear the decks” poems
2) “Harbormaster”-type white language
3) Action Poems (“Second Avenue”)
4) Odes
5) “I do this I do that”
6) “Just start writing” (“Biotherm”)
7) Final dramatic monologues
Emily Dickinson’s “After great pain a formal
feeling comes”: a clue to Frank’s turning to the
numbers, “It is 12:20 in New York a Friday /
three days after Bastille Day, yes . . .” Nothing is
more formal than numbers . . .
“Answers to Brad Gooch, September 9, 1988”):
. . . The first collaboration I ever did was with Kenward Elmslie.
Frank had written poems with Kenneth, John [Ashbery](& of
course “the French language”). Collaboration was like a
commodious extension of social life for him: talking just seemed to
slip toward the typewriter, as it did anyhow in writing his own solo
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poems. Frank probably would have continued to collaborate with
his old friends if they were around—but John was in Paris &
Kenneth was at home with his family. The old gang wasn’t so
together around 1960: Frank could be said to have not “matured”
as others had, nor had he entered into psychoanalysis. Anyhow,
sometime in 1960, Frank & I were walking along 1st Avenue &
noticed the funny steeples of St. Bridget’s church on Tompkins
Square Park in the distance—one steeple curved limply (I think
neither of them is any longer there). We were delighted by the sight
and later that day I went home & wrote a poem in outright
imitation of Frank called “Hymn to St. Bridget,” which became the
first St. Bridget poem. The dates are on the mss., right? I don’t
remember the order in which the rest were written. Most were
written at Frank’s place, some at Larry’s in Southampton, taking
turns at the typewriter. (Oddly enough, I don’t think either of us
ever crossed Tompkins Square Park to get a good look at the
church; if we had, we would have seen that the Irish saint’s name is
Brigid, not Bridget.) Then we started the “FYI” series of exchanges
(see note in Collected Poems) and eventually the Fobb
correspondence. We also wrote a play, starting in 1965, now lost—
we got 40 pp. into it, with a cast of hundreds of historical (& other)
characters. It was called The Novel. Another collaboration was
with Patsy Southgate, a novel that Patsy & I tried to keep going
after Frank died but couldn’t.
Frank was incredibly quick, so most of the collabs are mostly
him, and mostly my parts are me being influenced by him. . .
.Evergreen Review published two St. Bridget poems in 1962. Frank
thought they would make a good book. He liked to compare them
to Wordsworth and Coleridge’sLyrical Ballads. Larry Fagin did the
book in 1975, with a Larry Rivers drawing on the cover. You can
read them as chat, and sometimes more than chat. They’re like the
way we talked (including me talking like Frank) so in a way they’re
preludes to “Biothem.”

“Vulgarity”:
De Kooning: “Art never seems to make me peaceful or
pure. I always seem to be wrapped up in the melodrama of
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vulgarity. I do not think of inside or outside—or of art in general—
as a situation of comfort. I know there is a terrific idea there
somewhere, but whenever I want to get into it, I get a feeling of
apathy and want to lie down and go to sleep.”
Aha! I knew that riff about “vulgarity” in T. J. Clark’s lecture
on [Abstract-Expressionism] some months ago rang a bell. But the
word means one thing to the Dutchman who has paid close
attention to American slang and something else to an Englishman
who quotes liberally not from de Kooning but from Matthew
Arnold, Ruskin, and Jane Austen.
The point is very much not to go to sleep but to keep the
energy in art foremost. “Vulgarity”—or is it simply the energy that
comes from the vernacular of life at street level?—is a constant
source, where the action is & what anybody knows, versus all kinds
of cloistered assumptions . . . Oil paint, colored mud—“flesh . . .
the reason oil paint was invented,” as de Kooning recalled—is
vulgar. In a poem Frank O’Hara writes of “love’s life-giving
vulgarity” in, I think, the same light (and elsewhere the desire for a
poetry “at least as alive as the vulgar”).
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THE BUNGALOWS
by John Ashbery
Impatient as we were for all of them to join us,
The land had not yet risen into view: gulls had swept the gray
steel towers away
So that it profited less to go searching, away over the
humming earth
Than to stay in immediate relation to these other things—
boxes, store parts, whatever you wanted to call them—
Whose installedness was the price of further revolutions, so
you knew this combat was the last.
And still the relationship waxed, billowed like scenery on the
breeze.
They are the same aren’t they,
The presumed landscape and the dream of home
Because the people are all homesick today or desperately
sleeping,
Trying to remember how those rectangular shapes
Became so extraneous and so near
To create a foreground of quiet knowledge
In which youth had grown old, chanting and singing wise
hymns that
Will sign for old age
And so lift up the past to be persuaded, and be put down
again.
The warning is nothing more than an aspirate “h”;
The problem is sketched completely, like fireworks mounted
on poles:
Complexion of evening, the accurate voices of the others.
During Coca-Cola lessons it becomes patent
Of noise on the left, and we had so skipped a stage that
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The great wave of the past, compounded in derision,
Submerged idea and non-dreamer alike
In falsetto starlight like “purity”
Of design that had been the first danger sign
To wash the sticky, icky stuff down the drain—pfui!
How does it feel to be outside and inside at the same time,
The delicious feeling of the air contradicting and secretly
abetting
The interior warmth? But the land curdles the dismay in which
it’s written
Bearing to a final point of folly and doom
The wisdom of these generations.
Look at what you’ve done to the landscape—
The ice cube, the olive—
There is a perfect tri-city mesh of things
Extending all the way along the river on both sides
With the end left for thoughts on construction
That are always turning to alps and thresholds
Above the tide of others, feeding a European moss rose
without glory.
We shall very soon have the pleasure of recording
A period of unanimous tergiversation in this respect
And to make that pleasure the greater, it is worth while
At the risk of tedious iteration, to put first upon record a final
protest:
Rather decaying art, genius, inspiration to hold to
An impossible “calque” of reality, than
“The new school of the trivial, rising up on the field of battle,
Something of sludge and leaf-mold,” and life
Goes trickling out through the holes, like water through a sieve,
All in one direction.
You who were directionless, and thought it would solve
everything if you found one,
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What do you make of this? Just because a thing is immortal
Is that any reason to worship it? Death, after all, is immortal.
But you have gone into your houses and shut the doors,
meaning
There can be no further discussion.
And the river pursues its lonely course
With the sky and the trees cast up from the landscape
For green brings unhappiness—le vert Porte malheur.
“The chartreuse mountain on the absinthe plain
Makes the strong man’s tears tumble down like rain.”
All this came to pass eons ago.
Your program worked out perfectly. You even avoided
The monotony of perfection by leaving in certain flaws:
A backward way of becoming, a forced handshake,
An absent-minded smile, though in fact nothing was left to
chance.
Each detail was startlingly clear, as though seen through a
magnifying glass,
Or would have been to an ideal observer, namely yourself—
For only you could watch yourself so patiently from afar
The way God watches a sinner on the path to redemption,
Sometimes disappearing into valleys, but always on the way,
For it all builds up into something, meaningless or
meaningful
As architecture, because planned and then abandoned when
completed,
To live afterwards, in sunlight and shadow, a certain amount
of years.
Who cares about what was there before? There is no going
back,
For standing still means death, and life is moving on,
Moving on towards death. But sometimes standing still is also
life.
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